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Thanksgiving:
Then &Now

By Rebecca Krause

Thank You!Thank You!
This being the Thanksgiving issue, the staff and editors of the Flash would 
like to take this time to thank everyone in the faculty and staff for everything 
they do for us that we might not notice or take for granted. Thanks for all 
your hard work! We appreciate it!

From
The Editors

n the night of November 1st, we had the 
opportunity to watch the CMA's. For those of you Owho don't know what that is, it's the Country Music 

Awards. We have a passion for country music. We often 
got very ecstatic when the country musicians we love got 
awards for Best Vocal Group, Male Vocalist of the Year, 
Female Vocalist of the Year, and the greatest honor, 
Entertainer of the Year, all leading up to the dedication of 
the famous Willie Nelson. There were also live 
performances from some of our favorite artists. Hosted by 
Brad Paisley and Carrie Underwood, the CMA's were 
overall very entertaining and exciting. If you wish to learn 
more about this, ask your editors:)   
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1- Becca Naumann
2- Deb Bernthal
3- Lorraine Busse, 
      Leah Fleischer 
11- Joey Beekman
20- Alex Fleischer

22- Kayla Barthels
23- David Ude
24- Andy Mackensen 
25- Jack Mielke
27- Rob Sauers

Abby Naumann

oming up on the 22nd of November is Thanksgiving, the 
holiday where we remember the Pilgrims' thanks and Cexpress our own thanks as well. Along with the thanks 

comes a delicious menu of traditional foods, such as turkey, mashed 
potatoes, rolls, cranberry sauce, and for dessert: spicy pumpkin pie 
with whipped cream. (Getting hungry just thinking about it, right?)

The first Thanksgiving occurred in 1621 when the Pilgrims 
thanked God for His care. The meal consisted of simply venison, fish, 
fowl, bread, and pumpkin stew. Yet the Pilgrims were thankful, even for 
the little they had.

In 1863, President Lincoln proclaimed Thanksgiving an official 
holiday, making it the fourth Thursday of November. Before that, 
different states had celebrated it on different days. Today, millions of 
people celebrate Thanksgiving. That's a lot compared to the 150 
Pilgrims and Indians at the first Thanksgiving. Let us all thank God for 
His many blessings this Thanksgiving and for Thanksgivings to come.

Online Edition
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TimothySchaller

JesseNoeldner

CaitlinSandeen

mmmm...some interesting facts for Jesse Noeldner, 
he's #3 of 10, born in Austin, Texas, loves to fish, Hsummers are spent in Mammoth Lakes, California 

logging, camping, and capturing chipmunks as pets :) If you 
happen to see Jesse around campus you'll most likely see a 
huge smile on his face.

“Do what you need to to get into college where you want to. Spend as much 
time as you can with your classmates 'cause they are awesome.”

-Kenny Winters

“Live your life but live it to God’s glory. Don’t hug in the hallways because apparently that’s 
bad.”
-Claire Lovelien

Don’t do anything too stupid the first two years and get a bad reputation, so they 
don’t hate you for the next two years and use you as the example of bad kids. Don’t 

be “the sophomore boys.” 
-Aaron Joos

Seniors Share Their Words of Wisdom:

More about these Seniors on the pages ahead!

aity was born in Fargo, ND. Her dad 
delivered her and it says that on her Cbirth certificate. Her dad is in the 

military and has been deployed twice; once 
when she was 5 and once when she was 11. 
Caity likes to play volleyball and she loves art. 
She loves Tutti Frutti. She has one brother, 
Curtis. Caity wants to be a neonatal nurse 
some day. 

imothy was born on May 12, 1998 in Cheyenne, WY. We 
moved to E.C. when he was only 3 weeks old. He has 4 Tother brothers- 1 older, 3 younger. Mattias started calling 

him T.T. when they were little and we still call him that (sorry, 
Timothy). He had curls in the back of his hair until I cut it and 
since then it has been really straight. I can say without bias that 
he was sooo cute as a toddler. He had a superman fetish for a 
while and always wore a cape. We tease him at home about his 

talent for taking things apart and only half the time putting them 
back together. He's a hard worker, compassionate, and likes being 

outside. Timothy likes football, basketball, running, baseball, and 
fishing. He does not like sharing a room with Mattias. He seems to lose 

expensive things like money and a tackle box full of lures. He really likes 
smoothies and has his own personal blender. 

lizabeth Fox was born in Houston, Texas on Memorial 
Day, May 25, 1998. When she was about 2 years old, Ewe were eating dinner out at a restaurant and she 

couldn't seem to sit still, so her father told her she must have 
"ants in her pants." She immediately got off her chair and 
started taking her pants off because she thought she literally 
had ants in her pants! I think her favorite band is Journey. 
Her favorite thing to do is a toss-up between singing and 
texting. A close second is talking on the phone and/or 
reading. She considers "work" to be anything she doesn't like 
to do. Her favorite sport is Volleyball. She is outgoing, has a 
generous nature and is very good with small children. 

ElizabethFox

If you saw the play, you would know I (Carl) was 
the guard who returned Sherlock's number in the last 
scene. It was a neat experience getting chosen for the 
play. As an actor, I had to memorize lines, perform 
actions, and basically turn into “not me.” It was a really fun 
time, because I got to interact with people and got to know 
them.

We had a lot of fun putting it all together. We will all 
have our favorite lines, props, characters, and backstage 
memories. The only part I didn't like was the fact that it 
went so fast. I am so glad it went so well and I look 
forward to many more productions. Thanks to all my fellow 
cast members, Rachel Schrader, Dwight Krause, tech 
crew, Aaron Gullerud, Leah Fleischer, Claire Abbas, and 
to all the profs for making this play so awesome.
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By Hannah Hulke

Color: Orange
Singer: Eric Church
Food: Anything spicy
High School Moment: When 
Caitlin saw something that no 
one else saw in Biology 
sophomore year.
Prof: Buck
Animal: Horse
Movie: Pearl Harbor
Subway Sandwich: A melt with 
extra bacon

Favorites
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Kenneth Allan 
Winters

By Sarah Tester and Lydia Albrecht

K: Pirates of the Caribbean

S & L: If you could grow a beard, whose would it 
be like?
K: Captain Jack Sparrow. It'd be awesome to have 
the two parts coming down in the middle with the 
beads on them!

S & L: I'm sure many people last year saw your 
tail and wondered...what is your tail?
K: It's supposed to be a pig, but it's kinda long for a 
pig.

S & L:How many cars have you had at Immanuel?
K: Four, the funnest to drive is the one I have now. 
The one I had the must fun in is my minivan.

S & L: Give us your favorite high school memory, 
one from each year.
K: Freshman year would be the study hall with 
Wilke and Logan.

I don't really know about sophomore 
year. Sophomore year sucked.

Junior year was probably driving the 
truck in the woods.

Senior year, it's still to come.

Q: Tell us a little about your early days.
A: I was born on the first day of 1995, and it was awesome. I was close to 
being the first baby of the new year, but I wasn’t. The parents of the real first 
baby got a year’s worth of diapers and a ride in a limo, and my parents just got 
a “hey, your baby’s purple,” because my umbilical cord was around my neck.

Q: Before you were part of the CLC, you went to an ELCA church, what 
was their school like?
A: It was cooler than any school I’ve been to because we could do whatever 
we wanted to.

Q: What was your favorite year of school here? Why?
A: Sophomore. Larissa Wiest. Prof’s Sullivan’s English class, and History. 
History 10 has been my favorite class so far.

Q: What do you plan on doing next year?
A: Being in a transfer program from CVTC to River Falls for occupational 
therapy.

Q: What’s working at Subway like?
A: I like when the truck drivers come in because they’re really fun. I see all the ILC people that work at 
Menards a lot.

Q: If you could have dinner with anyone, it would be: 
A: Eric Church

Q: Do you have any hobbies outside of school?
A: I really enjoy photography and hope to make a living from it someday. 

Sarah and Lydia: Where where you born?
Kenny: Iowa

S & L: Where are all the places you've lived?
K: Iowa

S & L: What's your favorite thing about living in the 
country?
K: The freedom to do whatever you want.

S & L: How many siblings do you have?
K: Two older sisters and a younger brother. And a 
mom and a dad and a niece.

S & L: What do you like to do in your free time?
K: Frolf, drive, party...

S & L: How many racoons have you shot at once?
K: One night we got 19 in one barn.

S & L: Describe your relationship with your 
scooter
K: The scooter is me, I am the scooter, and we are 
one.

S & L:What movie would you want to be in if you 
were one of the characters?
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Aaron

By Michelle Radtke

Christopher

Joos

Favorites:
Color: Green
Food: All American Feast (Famous Daves)
Prof: Buck
Day of the Week: Saturday
Class (ever): P. Buck Science & Health
Class (this year): Brit Lit
TV show: Walking Dead
Movie: True Grit or Gran Torino
ILC meal: Thanksgiving Dinner 

By Jess Schaller

Q: If you could pick one sport for ILC to have 
that it doesn’t, what would you pick? 
A: Oh, definitely Archery. 
Q: If you could change any rules that ILC has, 
what would you change? 
A: I would allow earbuds during studyhall, or that 
we don’t have to be in a classroom for study hall at 
all. 
Q: Have you ever considered growing a beard? 
A: Well, I'm not sure if I can.. So probably not.  
Q: Do you use hair products? 
A: hair products? 
Q: Yeah, like what do you use to give your hair 
that “luster?” 
A: I think I use conditioner.

Q: What’s your favorite Prof. Buck Memory?
A: When Noeldner shook the jar with the 
tapeworm in it right after Prof. Buck told him not to 
shake it. Or when Drew spent the whole class in 
the bathroom.

Q: Who are you? 
A: Aaron Christopher Joos
Q: Where were you born? 
A: “here, around the snowy days”  (Translation: Eau 
Claire, WI, December 20, 1994)

Q: What other questions am I supposed to ask 
you? 
A: I don’t know. Don’t they usually ask about 
college?
Q:Oh yeah, college! What are you doing?
A: I'm not sure. Either engineering or 
manufacturing at UWEC, Stout, CVTC, or UMD
Q: What are you going to miss most about 
Highschool? 
A: Probably being around my friends. I’ll have to 
make new friends in college, and I'm not very good 
at making friends!

ikayla Ellen McDonald was born in Neillsville, 
WI. True to her nature, she arrived extra early, Mtwo months to be exact.

She attended Osseo Elementary School for 
Kindergarten, before transferring to Messiah Lutheran 

Grade School. However, she didn’t actually move to Eau Claire until 2006. Now in high school 
Mikayla enjoys Computer II or any class that Prof. Schierenbeck teaches. While not in school, 
Mikayla enjoys reading and watching TV.  She is also a frequent surfer of the Internet. Her favorite 
high shcool memory was when she got to meet her favorite actor, Jensen Ackles, in real life.

After high school, Mikayla plans on going to the University of Wisconsin-Stout to achieve her 
bachelor’s in Graphic Design. She is looking forward to being done with school. 

Mikayla’s younger sister Shannon says in five years “Mikayla will still be in college, 
throwing herself into her studies so she can one day be the CEO of Wal-Mart.”

Paige Louderman: She’ll be out of college with her degree in graphic design, living in 
Texas, devoting her life to creating.

Hannah Knutson: She’ll be homeless on the side of the road. Just kidding, probably in grad 
school because she’s really smart. 

Maddy Burns: Dead or forever alone in a house full of cats.
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Nathan’s 
View

By Nathan Buck

fun facts!
Brought to you by Abby Sydow

 Favorites

Meal: Least favorite is ravioli.
Movie: Fast and Furious movies
Prof: Sullivan
Class: English with Sullivan
TV show: That 70's Show
Car: '69 Superbird
Joe Dirt quote: “You can keep that skoal, 
Baby.”
Time to play hackey sack: Between supper 
and chapel

Kenny Cont. ...

10

Be Thankful...
for this playlist.

Tears in Heaven – Eric Clapton
Hurts So Good – John Cougar Mellencamp
Feelings Show – Colbie Caillat
Thankful – Josh Groban
Thank God for Hometowns – Carrie Underwood
Hold Me (feat. tobyMac) – Jamie Grace
Before the Throne of God Above – Dave Hunt
Someday Soon – Francesca Battistelli
Float – Pacific Air
Home – Philip Phillips
Blue Sky – Francesca Battistelli
Gangnam Style - PSY

And this moustache.

I don't count anything that happens to me to be a waste of my time or services. However, I 
might make an exception. 

This exception would be Pinterest. Yes, I heartily disagree with Rachel. I mean no 
disrespect to her or any who like Pinterest, but I just do not like Pinterest, just as I do not like 

green eggs and ham. I acquired an account, went onto Pinterest, and was 
bored to death.

Don't look for my obituary in the daily bulletin. I survived, 
but the three minutes I spent on Pinterest took more than 5 

years from my life. It was like I was stuck in a prison cell 
and all the windows were filled with witty jokes and 

pictures of random stuff. I cannot imagine a more 
time-consuming, disturbing, and blatantly stupid 
pastime. In the humor section, it's just the same 
types of joke over and over again applied to 
different things. In the other categories it's just a 
bunch of undefined photos of the most varied things 
you could imagine. For those of you who cannot go 
without logging onto Facebook every day, I hope 
dearly that most of that time is not spent using 

Pinterest. Seriously, what can you really do with it? It 
isn't tangible, no one's going to look for it on your 

resumé, and I can assure you that it leaves no sense of 
accomplishment whatsoever. 

In other words, Pinterest is “Uninterest,” or should be. I 
strongly caution the sane from using it. Not only because I don't 

like it, and feel a strong urge to cause its demise, but because it has 
been clinically proven to cause slight cases of malnutrition and fruit-basket-upset. (Just kidding)

Later, I went back onto Facebook and erased all accounts of my activities in Pinterest, 
realizing that really, there's so much to do in this world, and really not enough time to do it all. 
Why waste even a few hours of it on Pinterest? I rest my case.

We asked a few people where they see Kenny in 
ten years. Here's what they said.

Aaron Wilke: “In 10 years, I Aaron Michael Wilke, 
foresee Kenny in many different places and 
experiences. While we all know Kenny lives in Iowa, 
what you don't know is that in 10 years he will still 
be in Iowa. Although Kenny himself believes he will 
become an auto mechanic, alas this is a lie. He 
shall in fact become a professional coon hunter who 
in his free time fixes awesome cars as he sees fit. 
Kenneth's love life will take a sudden turn for the 
best as he meets the babe of the year, Meg, who by 
happen-chance also loves shooting racoons with an 
old fashioned medieval crossbow. This love will last 
forever, for nothing can conquer the pure 
awesomeness of hunting, cars, and babes.” 

Drew Naumann: “Kenny grows a really nasty beard. He then graduates and joins an elite order of 
warriors. He excels in this and befriends the president, a seemingly wise man. In his travels he 
meets a young, beautiful politician and he marries her. However, he becomes very angry with his 
order because of their opposition to his marriage. In his rage, he destroys the order and overthrows 
the government with the help of the president, who turns out to be Communist. His wife 
gives birth to twins, but she is overcome with grief of her husband's anger and dies 
shortly after giving birth. The twins are separated and hidden from their father. Kenny 
proceeds to build the Death Star.”

Kurt: “Kenny will be getting mud on his four wheel drive truck by driving through corn 
fields on the way to the hospital for the birth of his third daughter.”
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Nathan’s 
View

By Nathan Buck

fun facts!
Brought to you by Abby Sydow

 Favorites

Meal: Least favorite is ravioli.
Movie: Fast and Furious movies
Prof: Sullivan
Class: English with Sullivan
TV show: That 70's Show
Car: '69 Superbird
Joe Dirt quote: “You can keep that skoal, 
Baby.”
Time to play hackey sack: Between supper 
and chapel

Kenny Cont. ...

10

Be Thankful...
for this playlist.

Tears in Heaven – Eric Clapton
Hurts So Good – John Cougar Mellencamp
Feelings Show – Colbie Caillat
Thankful – Josh Groban
Thank God for Hometowns – Carrie Underwood
Hold Me (feat. tobyMac) – Jamie Grace
Before the Throne of God Above – Dave Hunt
Someday Soon – Francesca Battistelli
Float – Pacific Air
Home – Philip Phillips
Blue Sky – Francesca Battistelli
Gangnam Style - PSY

And this moustache.

I don't count anything that happens to me to be a waste of my time or services. However, I 
might make an exception. 

This exception would be Pinterest. Yes, I heartily disagree with Rachel. I mean no 
disrespect to her or any who like Pinterest, but I just do not like Pinterest, just as I do not like 

green eggs and ham. I acquired an account, went onto Pinterest, and was 
bored to death.

Don't look for my obituary in the daily bulletin. I survived, 
but the three minutes I spent on Pinterest took more than 5 

years from my life. It was like I was stuck in a prison cell 
and all the windows were filled with witty jokes and 

pictures of random stuff. I cannot imagine a more 
time-consuming, disturbing, and blatantly stupid 
pastime. In the humor section, it's just the same 
types of joke over and over again applied to 
different things. In the other categories it's just a 
bunch of undefined photos of the most varied things 
you could imagine. For those of you who cannot go 
without logging onto Facebook every day, I hope 
dearly that most of that time is not spent using 

Pinterest. Seriously, what can you really do with it? It 
isn't tangible, no one's going to look for it on your 

resumé, and I can assure you that it leaves no sense of 
accomplishment whatsoever. 

In other words, Pinterest is “Uninterest,” or should be. I 
strongly caution the sane from using it. Not only because I don't 

like it, and feel a strong urge to cause its demise, but because it has 
been clinically proven to cause slight cases of malnutrition and fruit-basket-upset. (Just kidding)

Later, I went back onto Facebook and erased all accounts of my activities in Pinterest, 
realizing that really, there's so much to do in this world, and really not enough time to do it all. 
Why waste even a few hours of it on Pinterest? I rest my case.

We asked a few people where they see Kenny in 
ten years. Here's what they said.

Aaron Wilke: “In 10 years, I Aaron Michael Wilke, 
foresee Kenny in many different places and 
experiences. While we all know Kenny lives in Iowa, 
what you don't know is that in 10 years he will still 
be in Iowa. Although Kenny himself believes he will 
become an auto mechanic, alas this is a lie. He 
shall in fact become a professional coon hunter who 
in his free time fixes awesome cars as he sees fit. 
Kenneth's love life will take a sudden turn for the 
best as he meets the babe of the year, Meg, who by 
happen-chance also loves shooting racoons with an 
old fashioned medieval crossbow. This love will last 
forever, for nothing can conquer the pure 
awesomeness of hunting, cars, and babes.” 

Drew Naumann: “Kenny grows a really nasty beard. He then graduates and joins an elite order of 
warriors. He excels in this and befriends the president, a seemingly wise man. In his travels he 
meets a young, beautiful politician and he marries her. However, he becomes very angry with his 
order because of their opposition to his marriage. In his rage, he destroys the order and overthrows 
the government with the help of the president, who turns out to be Communist. His wife 
gives birth to twins, but she is overcome with grief of her husband's anger and dies 
shortly after giving birth. The twins are separated and hidden from their father. Kenny 
proceeds to build the Death Star.”

Kurt: “Kenny will be getting mud on his four wheel drive truck by driving through corn 
fields on the way to the hospital for the birth of his third daughter.”
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Thanksgiving Football
By Joseph Stephan and Rodebaugh-licious

If you were at any of the home volleyball 
games this year, you definitely heard the very 
energetic Lancer's cheering section. With cheers 
ranging from “volleyball” to “Bradovich” we were 
one of the loudest and most creative cheering 
sections Immanuel has had. You may be wondering 
how we came up with all these cheers. Well, most 
of them came from spontaneous ingenuity. Yeah, 
that's why a lot of them probably sounded pretty 
dumb, buy hey, they got the job done. Now, if any 
of you think that cheering that loud isn't tough, try 
telling that to our voices after the game. If we don't 
answer, it's because we can't talk.

Beef Quesadilla. This was probably one of the 
most popular cheers that we had. The origins of this cheer came from, surprisingly, Taco John's. All 
credit for it goes to Kenny Winters. He and a coworker came up with a version of it while they were 
bored on a shift. If you want to hear the original version, which is really good, just ask him. He'll be 
more than happy to do it for you. You may have also heard the “cool kids” cheer. Credit for this goes 
to Jack Mielke, Brandon Wendland, and Josh Beekman. It started when they all dressed retro to one 
of the games. You also heard us yelling DAH at random times. Yeah, that was just when we didn't 
have anything else to say.

I'm looking forward to an even louder and more energetic basketball season. I would like to 
give credit to Ned for running up and down the sideline for the wave. I would also like to acknowledge 
Mr. Schaser for being possibly even more supportive and energetic than we were.

Taco John's Drive Thru. Whatchu 'bout to eat?

Woop! Woop! 
BEEF QUESADILLA BEEF BEEF QUESADILLA11

Whatchu ‘bout to eat? By Logan Gerbitz
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2012 Flag Football Top 10 Plays and Players

#10 - Pick – 6: On Sep. 10 Ned Sandhoefner returned an interception for 70 yards that helped the 
Hawks beat the Bears 19-7.
#9 - Dangerous Secondary – There were a total of 72 interceptions this season. Twelve of those 
were recorded by JD Schierenbeck. Grant Naumann had 8 interceptions, two of which were in the 

th4  quarter of one game to secure the win for the Bears.
#8 - Defensive Mayhem – Almost impossible to stop were Defensive Player of the Year, Jacob 
Gamble, and his teammate Sam Naumann, who both recorded 15 sacks. The Lineman of the 
Year, Aaron Wilke, also recorded 12.5 sacks.
#7 - Play of the Year – On Sep. 25 by the end of regulation, the Bears and the Hawks were tied 
13-13. In the second overtime Austin Mayhew made the game-winning, finger-tip touchdown grab 
in the back of the end-zone to win the game for the Bears 25-19.
#6 - Overtime Shootout – The highest scoring game of the year (88 total points) was on Sep. 19. 
Quarterback brother rivals Tom and Joe Naumann led the Razors and Bears to a 44-44 triple 
overtime tie, foreshadowing a championship showdown.
#5 - Dynamic Duo – Offensive Players of the Year were quarterback Tom Naumann and wide 
receiver Mattias Schaller, who scored 19 touchdowns through the air during the season.
#4 - Fantasy Football Studs – If there were such thing as Fantasy Flag Football, you would want 
Grant Naumann and Mattias Schaller on your team. Both scored 19 touchdowns this year, but 
Grant had the slight edge, recording 2 extra points as well, for a total of 116 fantasy points, which 
earned him the MVP award.
#3 – Replacement Refs – Special thanks to the outstanding referees who kept things legal and 
fair without the aid of instant replay: Tom Naumann, Joe Naumann, Ben Libby, Sam Naumann, 
Ross Kok, and Caleb Meyer.
#2 – Flag Retirements – After 36 total years, the following players will hang up their flags: Luke 
Schaser (6), Ross Kok (6), Joe Naumann (7), Tom Naumann (8), Ben Libby (9).
#1 – The Don Skinner Championship Trophy – On Oct. 15, for the third straight year, the Razors 
and Bears faced off for the championship. Each with one championship victory, Tom and Joe 
Naumann took the field for the final time to break the sibling rivalry tie. After a 12-12 half-time tie, 
Tom Naumann scored the game-winning touchdown and extra point to lead the Razors to a 19-12 
victory.

2012 Flag 
Football 
Champs

The
Razors

12

There comes a time each year when fathers and sons, and mothers and daughters gather around the 
tv set. That time is Thanksgiving football. Usually these games are entertaining and exciting, but to our 
dismay, this year is a different story. As always, the Cowboys and Lions will be playing on this day. This 
will be a disappointment to you unless you are Durst or a Schaller. 

The 11:30 game will be the Texans vs. Lions. Our humble prediction is that the Texans will go to 
town on the Lions. Our final score prediction is 45-10, in favor of the Texans. Sorry, Schallers, that is 
just how it goes.

The 3:15 game will be the Redskins battling the Cowgirls. Sorry we meant Cowboys. We have a feeling 
that Tony Romo will botch this game like none other. Our final score prediction is RG3, and the 
Redskins, will win17-13. 

Finally, the Patriots and the Jets will face-off in the 7:20 game. Since we dislike both of these 
teams, we will not make a prediction for this game. Instead, go to Kurt and/or Curtis for a prediction.

Well, folks, we hope you will enjoy these games more than we will. 

We'll see ya next time.
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that Tony Romo will botch this game like none other. Our final score prediction is RG3, and the 
Redskins, will win17-13. 

Finally, the Patriots and the Jets will face-off in the 7:20 game. Since we dislike both of these 
teams, we will not make a prediction for this game. Instead, go to Kurt and/or Curtis for a prediction.

Well, folks, we hope you will enjoy these games more than we will. 

We'll see ya next time.



Nichole B – Curtis
Abby S. - Lauren L.
Sarah T. - Christian friends
Rachel G. - Cereal
Olivia A. - Loving family and friends
Jo O. - Family
Jadyn M. - Dr Pepper
Lydia A. - Family and friends
Carl S. - Family
Danielle G. - Curtis
Austin M. - ILC
Lauren L. - Jesus
Emily H. - Curtis
Curtis S. - This school
Raju – The opportunity to study in the seminary
Nate K. - Salvation
Joci G. - Saturday mornings
Michaela N. - Smiles
Sierra L. - Friends

Becca Naumann Asks...

What are you thankful for?
Seth L. - Kathy
Kirsten B. - Jadyn
Emily M. - Peef
Elijah W. - The people at this school
Caitlyn S. - My brother 
Jo M. - Curtis
 Josh B. - Joseph Albrecht and Justin 
Timberlake
Caleb N. - Pie
Darin L. - Kiwis
Aaron J. - Free tacos!
Nate B. - Curtis and sustenance
Abi B. - Prof. Sippert!
Carl R. - Friends
Abby N. - My cousin Becca
Katie L. - Glitter

Having played a lot of old games in arcades and also on old gaming systems, Wreck-it-Ralph 
brought about some interest as soon as I saw the first preview, as many familiar gaming figures 
made appearances throughout the movie. 

The plot tells the story of Wreck-it-Ralph, the bad guy in the arcade game Fix-it-Felix, Jr. Sick 
of being the bad guy, Ralph jumps into other arcade games to try to prove that he could be a hero if 
he wanted to. Along the way he runs into a number of 
hilarious supporting characters that help to tell the story 
very well.

The movie was enjoyable to watch, as characters 
from Mario, Pac Man, and even Street Fighter make 
appearances, along with a number of references to other 
popular games that will be easy to pick up if you’ve played 
them.

Of course, it’s a good movie even if you haven’t 
played those games, as it has an innovative and original 
plot, and the voice actors did a good job of portraying the 

characters’ personalities and emotions. 
Overall, it’s a good family movie with a lot of 
laughs. 

8 out of 10

Wreck-It Ralph reviewed
By Derek Barthels
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Blast from the Past
By Nathan Buck

Where was I? Let's see...I hid in a locker; went back in time; saw some prehistoric ILC creatures; 
Oh yeah... I had just gotten away from a herd of Sarahpods.

If you think that part of the tale was bad, then wait till you hear how this turns out. Well, as I am 
backing away from the Sarahpod herd, I unwittingly back up into a small fern. I try to regain my balance, 
but the fern snaps and I cascade down a jungle hill, straight into a pack of Rode-a-raptors, commonly 
known by their Latin names: “Samus Rodebaughus” and “Nathanon Rodebaughus”. 

By now, this routine of falling into the midst of a pack of dinosaurs was getting old, so I merely 
say, “Hey guys. How's it going?”

I must have fatally confused them, for they drop to the ground and started to snore. That is, until I 
catch a glimpse of the most ferocious beast to walk the Campacious Period: The Professius 
Rodebaughus, or the Davearaptor! And he is charging right towards me!

Thankfully, I am miraculously saved by an odd character. I suddenly hear rustling behind me, and 
out of the foliage spring Saber-toothed Bernthals--4 in all-- which start attacking the Davearaptor. Then 
there is a loud voice that says, “Get you gone, you are a saucy raptor!”

The Davearaptor takes up its sleeping young, then flees through the woods. I look around and 
see a crazy looking man wearing a jaguar skin tunic and wielding a wooden club. But I recognize him 
immediately. 

“Prof. Lau?”
“What ho? No!” He grunts as only a caveman professor can. “My name is No-See-You-Joe.”
I am confused. “I see. So...No-See-You-Joe, is there anyplace around here without dinosaurs?”
No-See-You-Joe scratches his head. “Yes, follow me.”
I follow him, and after an hour or so of walking, we come upon the sight of a huge wooden 

structure. Cavestudents with books under their arms wander all around. 
“Welcome to the Aca-deemic-centa.” The place is nice, but I notice other buildings farther off. 
“Can we go to that building over there?” I ask.
“Yes,” No-See-You-Joe nods. “That is the Gym-a-dim-dim.”
But first I ask, “And who is that?” I point at a strange looking cavestudent wearing a tiger skin. 
“Oh, that is a Wilke.”
“That's it? Just a Wilke?”
“Yep. He no first name.”
We continue on, and we come to the gym; a myriad of large trees forming a roof over a crude 

basketball court. I notice only one student is here; using a mallet head to grind some stones.
We walk over to the cavestudent, but he doesn't appear to see us. 
“Hallow!” says No-See-You-Joe. “Hallow, Drewb Naumangooroo.”
I realize this must be Drew Naumann. I say, “President Drew, is that you?”
He does not register. He just keeps grinding the stones. However, after a couple minutes he 

says, “No me gusta bailar; huh huh huh.” he continues to grind, and then says “Roots are fruits and 
sometime they got' ta be brutes.” he then stops and looks at us funny. Suddenly, he reaches into his 
satchel and pulls out a strange looking plate and hands it to me. 

I briefly have time to look at it. It is a mosaic tile, which depicts a roman villa; in the background, 
a towering mountain. Suddenly, there is a silence in the air, and things around me start 
to speed up. In moments, I am somewhere else; obviously further up in ILC's history. 

To Be Continued... 14
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Several students, and even a few professors, 
recently entertained crowds with the play “Moriarty’s 
Revenge.” Living on campus for the majority of my life, I’ve 
witnessed nearly every play Immanuel has produced in the 
past 10 years or so, and I can say for certain that 
“Moriarty’s Revenge” is the best one I’ve seen, in my 
opinion. The play mingled humor, drama, and cleverness in 
a brilliant way. I think the main reason I liked this play so 
much was simply the acting. Kevin Schrader posed as 
James Watson, the protagonist in the play. He prefectly 
played off a character that everyone has to root for, with his 
likable charisma and his constant drive to help mankind. I 
also can’t go without mentioning Philip Reim, the freshman 
phenom who nailed the part of Moriarty. I’m fairly certain 
the play committee won’t be lacking a go-to-guy for a lead 
role in the next couple of years. He’s got this acting thing 
down to a science! The biggest surprise for me was 
Nathanael Krause, who played Sherlock Holmes. He 

brilliantly portrayed the charismatic and yes, very over-dramatic part. I was loving Krause though out 
the play, and then he really reeled me in on the high-pitched maid bit, which he hit out of the park! 

Finally, at the end, he successfully portrayed Holmes as we all know him: a genius. Emily 
Marzofka was quite excellent as well. She played the “evil,” (emphasis on the quotation marks), 
sidekick of Moriarty. Dancing around with her stupid bear, sayiing unnecessary things, and moving 
around flamboyantly gave the whole crowd something to laugh about. Word on the street is that she 

didn’t even have to act. The role fit her perfectly! For crying out loud, she didn’t even 
have to change her appearance! That’s basically what she looks like every day. Just 
kidding, Emily. So many other things about this play were good. I thought Carl Strike 
and Austin Mayhew were hilarious. They played to daft, gullible guards that were quite 
desperate for a date. Hey, some things don’t change from reality to stage. Oh, just 
joking guys! I’ll stop ripping on the cast. Anyway, hats off to the producers, cast, and 
any other individuals that helped make this play a good one. 
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If you saw the play, you would know I (Carl) was 
the guard who returned Sherlock's number in the last 
scene. It was a neat experience getting chosen for the 
play. As an actor, I had to memorize lines, perform 
actions, and basically turn into “not me.” It was a really fun 
time, because I got to interact with people and got to know 
them.

We had a lot of fun putting it all together. We will all 
have our favorite lines, props, characters, and backstage 
memories. The only part I didn't like was the fact that it 
went so fast. I am so glad it went so well and I look 
forward to many more productions. Thanks to all my fellow 
cast members, Rachel Schrader, Dwight Krause, tech 
crew, Aaron Gullerud, Leah Fleischer, Claire Abbas, and 
to all the profs for making this play so awesome.

Bravo!
By Darin Lau
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